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The extract I have chosen is from Deepa Mehta’s film Water (2005). My chosen contexts are                
the social and historical context and my chosen film elements are the cinematographic,             
sound and editing choices in order to represent the ideologies associated with its contexts. 
 
Deepa Mehta is a Canadian - Indian film director who was criticised for bringing a western                
ideological viewpoint to an Indian film, where she was ‘chased’ out of the country. Mehta               
was seen as an ‘outsider’ aiming to “denigrate the spiritual and historic greatness” of the               
Hindu culture (Mason, 2002), but instead, this enabled her to present the truth that India               
failed to accept due to religious scriptures. In the film’s epilogue “there are over 34 million                
widows in India….many live in conditions prescribed by sacred texts of Manu”, Mehta clearly              
connects her film to the traditional Indian culture and reminds the audience that it is not only                 
fictional works inclusive of values, but is a reality for many women (Mercanti, 2011) 
 
Mehta’s ‘Elements film trilogy’ consisting of Fire, Earth and Water are all representative of              
mistreatment for political purposes, female subjugation, the oppression of female desire, and            
forbidden love (Caldwell, 2013). Mehta’s films are influenced by Parallel cinema, which was             
inspired by Italian Neorealism as it often focuses on the poor and working classes and               
captures the experiences and contradictions faced by society (Valicha, 1988). Satyajit Ray            
was an Indian filmmaker who also influenced Mehta’s work. Mehta has described Ray to be               
a director whom she “most admires and who had the biggest influence on her films”; this is                 
evident through the similarities in their works, as they both use neorealism and illustrate real               
life problems. (Burton, 2013)  
 
Water is a realist film set in 1930’s India where it presents the struggle faced by widows, as                  
they were shunned from society following the deaths of their husbands. The film illustrates              
the patriarchal society insisted on religious beliefs, and imposed control over the horrific             
conditions imposed on women of this status (Catsoulis, 2006). During the 1938’s, India was              
colonised and under the British rule, which provided them with a political system that was               
embedded by “primordial” value systems and other cultural systems (Chakrabarty, 1992).           
This time period also marks Gandhi's campaign to drive the British out of India to gain                
independence. The “hope and progressive” thinking, introduced by Gandhi to society,           
contrasts the “sad and oppressive” lives forced upon the widows. (Caldwell, 2013)  
 
The sequence I have chosen to analyse consists of Kalyani leaving the ashram to go to                
Narayan, leading towards the holi scene. This scene is a turning point in the film as we                 
witness the moment in which the characters lives completely         
change and go against the traditional norms. The beginning of          
the sequence displays a birds eye view shot where Kalyani is           
placed in the centre of the frame, as she stands in the middle             
of a circle of widows. This serves to portray the pivotal role she             
has in bringing about change for all of them. (Figure 1) 

       Figure 1.  
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The natural lighting is brighter on her, encompassing the spotlight effect, making her look              
more white, clean and pure compared to the rest of the women around her. This is ironic as                  
she is the one that was forced into prostitution by Madhumati for the survival of the ashram.                 
The binary opposition between the old and new values convey the sacrifice and risk that               
needed to be made by the widows in order to survive. (Figure 2)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

          Figure 2.  
 

The soundtrack starts to play in the background, and diegetic sound is used in the form of                 
birds and nature as Kalyani leaves the ashram. It is symbolic of an afterlife. This is a                 
significant moment that represents a slow, but peaceful transition into a different life,             
represented through the slow paced in camera movement then as she walks out of the               
ashram (figure 3) the sound of the flute becomes more distinct.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

       Figure 3. 

As Kalyani leaves the ashram, there is a similarity between her and the bird in the previous                 
scene where Chuyia kills the bird (figure 4.) The bird represents a “poverty stricken...life the               
inmates are struggling to survive” (Mukherjee,2008). However, this represents the death of            
Kalyani as she leaves the ‘cage’ of the ashram but “like a bird has stepped outside the cage,                  
Kaylani is no longer willing to enter the exploitive cage and pawn herself” (figure 5.)               
(Mukherjee,2008) As this scene does represent a positive change that are to come for the               
widows, the death of Kalyani correlates with the death of the bird.  
 

 

           Figure 4. Figure 5.  
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The symbolic representation of the title Water is said by Mehta to be how “Water can flow or                  
water can be stagnant….traditions should not be that rigid. They should flow like             
replenishing kind of water” (Bartleby, 2014). Therefore, in the scene where Kalyani leaves             
the ashram to go towards the ganges river is one of the most symbolic scenes which                
represents the ‘replenishing kind of water’ to Mehta. The light comes from the sun and it                
reflects back on the ‘water’ as it starts from a establishing shot that pans closer to her. The                  
lighting in this scene, in comparison to the rest of the film heightens the environment by                
focusing on the “natural beauty” of the surroundings that exist outside of the ashram further               
representing a binary opposition between the old and new (Buening, 2006) It pans from a               
shot where it looks like she is trapped and blocked by barricades (figure 6.) towards a shot                 
where the frame is more open and less filled with barriers and the site of her becomes more                  
clear. (figure 7.)  

 

Figure 6.                       Figure 7. 
 
Mehta represents how women went for the ultimate purification of suicide in order to find               
peace, as this scene foreshadows Kalyani’s death. The representation of the water is             
believed to be holy here with the power to wash away the sins, and a person who dies with                   
the holy water will have an easier path to heaven (Frieden, RedClay, Elliott, n/d) but is                
completely juxtaposed to a place of death. This camera movement in this scene is more               
unstable in comparison to her death scene further on in the film which uses longer static                
shots and typically follows the conventions of parallel cinema as it emphasises the             
seriousness of this issue. (figure 8)  
 
 
 
 
 

 
         Figure 8.  

There are glimpses of light shining through the trees behind Narayan signifying a sense of               
escape through the deep focus shot and hope for Kalyani to finally break away from the dull                 
lifestyle she is so used to living (figure 9.). It gives her            
“anonymous life heroic stature” (Buening, 2006) as she        
runs towards the light, and her hope being Narayan. This          
scene is more open in the real world rather than in the            
ashram because of the long shot that significantly        
portrays the surrounding of a brighter world filled with         
nature and beauty.

Figure 9. 
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Kalyani is associated with the color of blue, and even says when she remarries she will wear                 
blue. Not only does blue represent water, but also connotes “the colour of life” and “spiritual                
transformation” which is why when Narayan and Kalyani are together the color pallete is              
considerably more blue. (figure 9 & 10) (Caldwell, 2013). The color palette of blue in this                
scene strongly correlates with the scene where Narayan takes her across the river (figure.              
10) The blue light and background represents purity and the love that the pair has developed                
for each other. Narayan’s desire to rescue an abused women represents a possibility for a               
“transfigured nation” due to the values of Gandhi that he follows.(Harrison, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. 
 
Narayan is represented by Mehta to be a character that the audience respects and often               
symbolises hope for the women in the ashram. When Kaylani runs towards Narayan the              
pace of the camera movement increases and surrounds them by moving closer in proximity              
It represents her breaking away from the misery and represents how religion and tradition              
did not always give a positive impact but people were so driven by values that were                
presented to them, they failed to realise the lifelessness it created. As the end of this scene                 
emerges, the camera cuts back towards a establishing shot, representing Kalyani bending            
down towards Narayan; where this action is symbolic of the Indian tradition and is              
“considered to be a mark of respect” (figure 11.) (Jain, 2018).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11.  
As the sound bridges between the two scenes it connotes the breakaway from the traditional               
rules towards the celebration of the widows and the defiance of widow remarriage rules,              
portrayed through a transgression of colors. (Khorana,       
2010). The representation of the dreary colourless life        
through the film is made so evident that the sudden splash           
of cinematic colors and creates a sudden impact on the          
audience of hope (figure 12.) (Mukherjee, 2008).

 
Figure 12.  
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This scene is filled with close ups and faster paced shots which differentiates from the typical                
neorealist films of long static shots. The characters are more united and there is less space                
and distance between the old and new generation creating an uplifting scene in comparison              
to the rest of the film. Propp’s theory conveys that “stories are character driven, and plots                
develop from the decisions and actions of characters” (Bitesize, n/d). The holi scene             
therefore symbolically portrays Narayan to be ‘the hero’ in helping not just Kalyani, but the               
rest of the women that are associated with her. It is a form of celebration and achievement                 
that symbolically parallels to the end of the film where he saves Chuyia.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13.       Figure 14.  
 
Chuiya is placed in the centre of the frame because she is a symbol of change and brings                  
life to the ashram (figure 14.) This contrasts to the end of the film when Shakuntala is looking                  
desperately to save her from the oppression and exploitation that is going to come. As she                
sees Narayan on the train she says “girna mat… girna mat”, translating to “dont fall, dont fall”                 
but further represents a deeper dialect (Mukherjee, 2008). It is a man's hands that takes               
Chuiya but Narayan juxtaposes the typical patriarchal male and further shows a sense of              
hope for Chuyia.  
 
Deepa Mehta’s Water, overall takes a neorealist approach in order to depict the struggle              
women were faced with in India due to religious scriptures and the way they restricted               
widows to remarry and often shunned them society . She represents these themes through              
the binary opposition of color, slow pace of film, and symbols such as the bird and the river                  
in order to signify the change that needed to be faced in order to realise the lifeless impacts  
even presented through the films epilogue in the start. She signifies how people are              
entrapped and blinded by these “outmoded customs” from religious ancient texts but is more              
often preserved by family’s desire to relieve the tension of having to economically support a               
widow.  
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